
PARTS
 - FUSELAGE VMA-T240XF (with servo tray, all rods and pre-installed vert stab with rudder)
 - WING SET VMA-T240XW (left and right, without wing parts bag, without wing spar joiner)
 - WING PARTS BAG VMA-T240XWPB (parts for joining wing including the spar joiner)
 - TAIL HORIZONTAL VMA-T240XT (horizontal stabilizer and pre-installed elevator)
 - CANOPY VMA-T240XN (canopy and frame)
 - COWL VMA-T240XL (fibreglass)
 - MAIN GEAR VMA-T240XMG (left and right without axle set)
 - MAIN GEAR COVERS VMA-T240XMGC (plastic gear covers x2)
 - NOSE GEAR PARTS BAG VMA-T240XNGB (nose gear wire and steering arm)
 - COVERING SET VMA-T240XV (POLYCOTE ECS covering sheets for this model)
 - FIREWALL (FRONT) VMA-T240XPMF (powermodule removeable front firewall)
 - MASTER BAG (HRDWR) VMA-T240XMB (complete factory master bag of hardware)
 - SPARE PARTS BAG VMA-T240XSPB (assorted spare parts from factory pack out)
 - MISC PARTS BAG VMA-T240XXPB (assorted odds & sods from factory pack out)
 - INSTRUCTION BOOK VMA-T240XIB (color illustrated assembly manual)

AFTERMARKET SERVICE PARTS
 - MOTOR MOUNT RRC-MOUNTUNI (universal aluminum t-bars x2 w/clamps & screws)
 - SPINNER VMA-SPIN____ (for this model including collets & wrench)
 - NOSE GEAR STEERING ARM VMA-SARM2 (metal with set screw)
 - NOSE GEAR BLOCK VMA-SBLOCK1 (plastic as mounted on forward firewall)
 - NOSE GEAR STRUT VMA-STR045 (plastic as pre-installed on nose gear wire)
 - WHEELS VMA-WH3000 (ultralight treaded wheel x1 need three)
 - AXLE SET VMA-AXLESET (1-1/2 x 5/32 axles x2 with wheel collars)
 - WHEEL COLLARS VMA-WC532 (5/32 inch wheel collars w/set screws x4)
 - WING BOLTS VMA-WB1420 (plastic 1/4 x 20 x 1-1/4 x4)
 - WING BOLT T-NUTS VMW-WB1420T (for 1/4 x 20 wing bolts x4)
 - CONTROL HORN SET VMA-CHSET (bolt and 3 pieces - 2 sets)
 - SERVO TRAY RRC-SXTRAY (universal adjustable tray for 3 standard servos)
 - FUEL TANK VMA-TANK300 (8oz 300cc w/stopper, metal tubes & clunk)
 - CLEVISES VMA-CL1M (plastic with metal pin x2)
 - EZ CONNECTORS VMA-EZCON (metal with nut and set screw x2)

In the event that you require replacement parts for this model you can order parts from your retailer
or from the VMAR On-Line store at www.richmondrc.com

For other information related to this model please visit us On-Line at www.richmondrc.com

Vimar...
please edit

spinner number left blank
here.

I heard you say white
spinner so

if 2 inch then part # is
VMA-SPIN200W

if 2.25 inch then part # is
VMA-SPIN225W

if 2.5 inch then part # is
VMA-SPIN250W

if 2.75 inch then part # is
VMA-SPIN275W

if 3.00 inch then part # is
 VMA-SPIN300W


